Day 2 Quick Reference

Documentation for Little-Known or Recently-Added Software Functions

Import Layer Selection Dialog (Alt-B) 57, 66, 70, 113
Gray Hidden Layers (4D) 64, 70
Adjustable Point Compression Utility 69, 247, 308, 320
Import Mode Join (4D) 69
Display Rotated CAD Text (4D) 70
Find Elevation Function 85, 121
Assign Elevations by Conform Utility 89, 103, 132, 145, 205, 324
Assign Elevations by Auto Pad Utility 96-97, 119-126, 317-318
Wild Card Label Selection (Ctrl-L) 96, 132, 220, 318
Continue Last Entry Option (Right-Click Menu) 100
Move Point, Extend/Shorten Line Function (F7) 103, 120, 126, 131, 134, 221
Drag-Select Range of Points for Edit/Copy/Offset 104, 134, 147, 162, 311, 321, 323, 327
Assign Elevations by Daylight 104, 137, 317, 320
Assign Elevations by Slope 104, 147, 323
Display Snap Radius (Draw Snap Circle) 107, 226
Horizontally Tapered Offset Line 134
Cumulative Label Selection 149, 220
Improved Trim Lines Utility (Ctrl-T) 58, 150, 206, 220, 309
Contour Surface Utility 153, 177, 188, 209, 297, 299, 331
Apply Survey Utility 183
Manage Surfaces Utility (4D) 192
Documentation Layer (4D) 248
Manage Export Colors (4D) 249
Output by Line Label Option for Exporting CAD Files 250, 260, 262, 265

[Tip: Install any available updates for your AGTEK software (see page 214 in Appendix A).]